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So what was it like 
working with 

them...?

In the office in Chiang Mai, 
Thailand



  

The office 

Welcoming, modern, relaxed, 
environmentally friendly



  

The entrance...

This is the outside meeting area. Who 
wouldn't want to sit and have a good talk 
in this nice welcoming location?

This is where I had my interview and I 
knew immediately – this is it :)

Here  they do not only sit 
for small meetings 

but have big fun team events, too



  

The office inside...
A nice open, airy and modern space

...including office cats!



  

The pantry 

Always an important spot in 
companies but this one is 

particularly interesting



  

Cute little, innocent looking 
tables and chairs...

...then this area becomes an entertaining 
mix of food, laughter, stories and 

team time !

But wait until lunch time!



  

My work 
a great variety of interesting, very informative tasks!

 
I learned about:

● their many different education and health projects
● opportunities and challenges

● facts about the countries they work in
● what their office staff and field team actually do 

every day 
● how they work with donors



  

Writing reports on 

completed projects

Contributing to the 
Yearbook

 (writing articles, 
editing, layout)

Putting together 
proposals on new 

projects for 
potential donors

Creating newsletters

Editing 

Fact sheets

Donor database 

work

Field trip with the 
project team



  

And last but not least:
The TEAM

● Strongest team spirit ever 
● Open and respectful 

● Everybody values each other
● Great foundation for everything: 

the management style!



  

A lot of enthusiasm

This is at the successful 
annual workshop



  

A warm, caring and 
inspiring team spirit!

 



  

Learning no#1
 As a company, have a beautiful office with a relaxing and 

inspiring meeting area, surrounded by green and cats nearby, 
and EVERYBODY will just desperately WANT to work for you 
IMMEDIATELY.

+



  

Learning no#2
 

Have a cosy pantry, add colleagues that all bring their lunch, 
share this delicious Thai food with everybody in a group, add 
stories and a lot of laughter and your volunteers NEVER want to 
leave...

Watch out though! 
They might feed 
you spicy food ...

...and enjoy 
your pain 
haha



  

Learning no#3
 

Pick your employees carefully...and...show that you appreciate 
them. You will create an outstanding team with high motivation 
and loyalty.



  

Learning no#4
 If you are in an environmentally 

friendly non-airconditioned building in 
steaming hot Thailand during the hot 
season (=basically every day I was 
there) then MAKE SURE you work on 
the GROUND FLOOR.
 
You can then choose what to be 
happier about: that you only have to 
survive 35C while your colleagues 
upstairs enjoy an estimated cuddly  
40C or - that you protect the 
environment avoiding nasty A/C. 

I think both haha :)



  

FINAL Learning  

Can there be a better place to volunteer and experience 
charity work as with Child's Dream?

With a specially motivated team
Extraordinary team spirit
Great management 
Carefully selected projects, carried out and monitored by a highly 
effective and experienced team
Impressive cooperation with communities 
Excellent donor relationship 
Etc....

Really...I don't think so :)

Thanks so much to all!
At a team building event
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